Vscan Air™ is a wireless, handheld ultrasound system that enables whole-body scanning and delivers crystal clear images. And now, Vscan Air + Digital Tools takes your handheld ultrasound experience one step further — by connecting you to a suite of user-centric digital tools through an optional Vscan Air subscription.

You asked. We listened. Committed to meeting your needs, we developed tools to address your challenges. From improved security and image management to easy collaboration, you can get more from your handheld ultrasound experience.

With Individual Solutions, you get access to:

**MyImageCloud**
Provides cloud storage for managing, sharing and remotely accessing image data and exams from anywhere.

**MyRemoteShare**
Easily and securely connect with colleagues and educators in real-time with audio, video, and screen share capabilities.

What you need. One subscription.
We listened, we heard you — and we addressed your requests.

**More Control**
Decide how and where to store your exams and images, and what should remain on your device.

**More Privacy**
HIPAA compliant with end-to-end data encryption for sharing data from the Vscan Air app.

**More Convenience**
Securely share and store directly from the Vscan Air app.

**More Collaboration**
Securely share exams or start real-time screen sharing, right from the Vscan Air app.

gehealthcare.com
See more. Treat faster.

MyImageCloud
Easily upload exams to the cloud from the Vscan Air app with this secure cloud-based PACS data and image storage and review solution that supports DICOMweb™ export.

- Eliminate the need to hold data on mobile device to minimize data privacy risks
- Share images digitally to get faster second opinions and referrals
- Share studies for training, education, and consultations
- Access images and data from anywhere

MyRemoteShare
Connect with colleagues and educators in real-time with audio, video, and screen share capabilities. Simply start a remote share session from the Vscan Air app for training and support.

- Easily and securely share Vscan Air app screen
  - Receive scan guidance, support and oversight
  - Enable assistance for community clinics/physician offices
  - Support clinicians in infectious disease and emergency scenarios
- Broadcast Vscan Air app screen
  - Train users, run ultrasound labs — from anywhere